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Why does connected speech matter? 
 
 JD Brown: NS talk vs. Teacher talk 

 
 CAE students unable to understand TV shows 

 
 Available materials unsystematic 

 
      Call for a systematic approach & practical materials 
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Sticky Note
The way pronunciation is typically taught often does not enable EFL students to understand authentically spoken native speaker English. This is to a large extent because students are not confronted with and systematically taught authentic language rich in connected speech reduction. This situation is further exacerbated because there is no systematic approach and very little and scattered commercially available material (see Brown & Kondo-Brown 2006).



Constituents of an approach 
 
I. Views of learning 

 
II. Views of language 

 
III. Views of how laguage constituents interlock 
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HdF
Sticky Note
These classical components are also valid in approaches to specific areas of the language (such as Lewis' Lexical Approach). 



Approaches in pronunciation teaching 
 
Segmental approaches  Prosodic approaches 
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Gilbert (2008) Chela-Flores (1997) 

HdF
Sticky Note
As regards “views of language”, up into the 1970s pronunciation was taught with a primary focus on sounds, informed by articulatory phonetics. In the late 70s and early 80s this started to change, and the state of the art now is to teach top-down, i.e. starting with larger units (intonation contours, rhythm). This kind of instruction, however, is often very unsystematic and impressionistic, so that some (also prosody-centered) alternatives have been proposed, the present approach being one of them.



A connected speech-based approach 
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Interrelatedness model 

HdF
Sticky Note
In my approach I see connected speech in the center, as the final language product, conditioned by rhythm and strongly influenced by positional variation (e.g. vowel length [bat vs. bad]), word stress and prominence (thought grouping, nuclear/primary sentence stress). Intonation (in the narrow definition as utterance-final pitch movement) and sound quality are not very significant in comparison (see Derwing & Munro 1998 for an empirical study). 



A connected speech-based approach 
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/mait hæv/ - [maɪDəv] 

HdF
Sticky Note
An example of how rhythm conditions connected speech can be seen in a sentence like The KIDS might have been PATting the DOGS. Because each rhythmical interval has to take about the same amount of time (each interval contains a content word, to simplify), function words need to be reduced somehow. These are the rules of connected speech. In the underlined words initial /h/ is deleted, the vowel in have is reduced to schwa, and (in NAmE) /t/ is flapped (produced like a very short 'd') between two vowels across word-boundaries, leading to [maɪDəvbɪn]. These processes make it possible to keep the rhythmic timing – and are what makes native speaker speech so very difficult for learners to comprehend. 



The Celce-Murcia model of communicative pron. teaching 
 

 Description and analysis 

 Listening discrimination 

 Controlled practice 

 Guided practice 

 Communicative practice 
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Celce-Murcia et al. (2011) 

HdF
Sticky Note
This is a basic model for pronunciation lessons as proposed by Marianne Celce-Murcia at UCLA. This can be done in this sequence, individual steps can be merged, or a patchwork model can be used in which these steps are mixed in a larger sequence to teach various little aspects. Still, all steps should be followed in some way.



Further didactic principles 
 
• Meaning and usage – rules, patterns, distribution 

 
• Collocation & chunking – rhythmic patterns, pitch 

                   contours, „phonological words“ (linking) 
 

• Authentic discourse contexts 
 

• Interaction & problem solving – analysis phase 
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Sticky Note
Some principles in vocabulary and grammar teaching can also be used in pronunciation teaching, but need to be re-defined a bit. Especially "collocation and chunking" (taken from the lexical approach) is something at the core of contemporary language instruction - and also very much works for pronunciation teaching! (as in the "might have been" before, which, in phonology, is referred to as a "phonological/prosodic word"). It works very well for vocabulary, and so it does for pronunciation (also as learners have told me from their perspective very many times). 



Focus on form – focus on forms? 
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R. Ellis‘ modular approach to syllabus design (Ellis 2003) 

HdF
Sticky Note
In the age of "task-based teaching", forms instruction (grammar, pronunciation) may seem somewhat unfashionable, but it is very much justified in more advanced English instruction. In lower levels it should be secondary to developing fluency, but is still very beneficial and - in the case of pronunciation - can help students immensely in interaction with native speakers. 



Syllabus of a connected speech-based aproach 
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Prosodic 
Groundwork 

• Rhythm 

• Sentence stress & thought groups 

• Pitch range & basics of intonation 

Connected 
Speech I 

• Perceptual sensitization  

• Coalescent assimilation 

• Deletion & reduction 
Connected 
Speech II 

• Linking 

• incl. flapping 

• incl. regressive assimilation 

Sounds & Pos. 
Variation 

• British vs. American English 

• VOWEL + r & dark vs. light l 

• Vowel length & syllabic consonants 

• incl. the sounds /æ, ʌ, ɑ/ and /a/ 

HdF
Sticky Note
In actual implementation (where we have to consider “how language constituents interlock”) two major questions arise with this kind of approach: How is pronunciation best acquired in classroom situations, and how can all the very many individual rules of connected speech be taught? The first issue is addressed by structuring the syllabus in the four steps as reflected here, where sounds can also be interspersed when it seems sensible in the specific classroom situation. Connected speech becomes teachable and processable by helping students develop a solid understanding of prosodic areas like rhythm, thought grouping and primary stress allocation. In doing so the issue of individual rules, in turn, also becomes less of a problem because they will now appear as somewhat of a logical consequence. In practice, the issue can be tackled by creating larger categories – coalescent assimilation, deletion and linking – and treating individual rules as possible instances that students can discover under the same framework (such as “deletion”). I have tried this in intensive courses on pronunciation in advanced contexts and as a sub-syllabus in lower-level EFL programs (A1/A2), and it has worked very successfully in both contexts.
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HdF
Sticky Note
These studies justify the prioritization of prosody over sounds.


